The temperature scales of different types of magnetization oscillations in a quantum dot, formed in a two-dimensional electron gas by circularly symmetric or asymmetric confining potentials, are studied. Aharonov-Bohm ͑AB͒ oscillations, with a superimposed fine structure caused by magnetic-field-induced shifts of the electronic energy levels, develop at low magnetic fields c Ӷ x,y ͑where c is the cyclotron frequency and x,y are the harmonic confining frequencies that determine the shape and effective size of the dot͒. The characteristic scale of the fine-structure fluctuations is 0 /( F /ប 0 ) ͑where 0 is the flux quantum, F is the Fermi energy, and 0 ϭͱ x y ) and they are smeared at temperatures TϾ(ប 0 ) 2 / F , with restoration of the pure AB picture for Tрប 0 . At high magnetic fields, c ӷ x,y , de Haas-van Alphen oscillations develop ͑for Tрប c ), with a superimposed AB oscillatory structure which undergoes temperature smearing for T уប 0 ( 0 / c ). Effects of the asymmetry of the confining potential on the magnetization oscillations are discussed. The magnetic moment of the dot as a function of the chemical potential exhibits a series of paramagnetic peaks superimposed on a diamagnetic background, and the influence of the magnetic-field strength and asymmetry of the dot on these features is discussed.
I. INTRODUCTION
The behavior of metallic and semiconducting systems under the influence of magnetic fields may exhibit new features in the submicron range when the system's size becomes comparable to the typical length of the electronic trajectory in it. In sufficiently small systems coherent motion of the electrons may be achieved, and this leads to the appearance of new quantum phenomena. One of the most interesting effects occurring in such systems under appropriate conditions is the Aharonov-Bohm ͑AB͒ effect. Predicted first for electron beams in vacuum, 1 the AB effect may be realized, as found theoretically 2 and subsequently demonstrated in experiments on bismuth wiskers, 3 in simply connected solids. In such systems the character of the motion of the electrons near the boundaries changes significantly, resulting in the formation of a new type of electronic states localized near the surface. Such surface states form whispering gallery states in the case of weak magnetic fields, 2 i.e., when r c ӷa ͑where r c is the cyclotron radius corresponding to the cyclotron frequency c , and a is the size of the system͒, or edge states in the opposite case of a strong magnetic field ͑see, e.g., Ref. 4͒ . The electronic surface states may effectively change the topology of the sample, transforming a simply connected geometry ͑e.g., a solid cylinder or a disk͒ into a doubly connected one ͑e.g., a ring͒ where the AB effect may occur ͑see Refs. 5 and 6 and the reviews in Refs. 4, 7, and 8͒. In solids, the AB effect is manifested by an oscillatory dependence of the thermodynamic properties ͑magnetization or persistent current͒ and the transport ͑con-ductance͒ coefficients on the magnetic flux, with the period of the oscillations determined by the flux quantum 0 ϭhc/e. The AB effect in various simply connected systems such as dots, wires, and quantum contacts has been studied quite extensively. [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] In this paper we investigate the temperature dependence of magnetization oscillations ͑mainly the AB oscillations͒ in circularly symmetric or asymmetric quantum dots. 18 The dot is modeled by a ͑symmetric or asymmetric͒ harmonic confining potential, which allows us to obtain an expression for the spectrum of the electrons in the presence of an applied magnetic field, and to calculate analytically the magnetization of the dot. We demonstrate the existence of four different temperature scales of magnetization oscillations: ͑i͒ At low magnetic fields the AB oscillations and a ͑superim-posed͒ oscillating fine structure ͑with oscillations of smaller period and amplitude͒, are characterized by the temperature scales បv F /a and ប 2 /ma 2 , respectively, where v F is the Fermi velocity of the electrons and m is the electronic mass. ͑ii͒ At high magnetic fields the de Haas-van Alphen oscillations and the AB oscillatory structure have temperature scales ប c and (បv F /a)(v F /a c ), respectively; the latter temperature scale for the AB oscillations is less than the one corresponding to the case of low magnetic fields. Additionally, we study the effects of the asymmetry of the confining potential on the magnetization in the limit of low temperatures and weak magnetic fields.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we discuss the model used for the description of the quantum dot, and calculate the magnetization both analytically and numerically. We summarize our results in Sec. III.
II. MODEL AND RESULTS
We study a dot formed in a two-dimensional electron gas with an asymmetric harmonic confining potential U D ,
where m is the electronic mass and the characteristic confining frequencies x,y may be related to the chemical potential and the effective size of the dot ͑L is the effective boundary of the dot͒ as
or, equivalently,
where a x and a y are the semimajor axes of the elliptical dot.
Note that x,y ϭv F /a x,y . We place the dot in a magnetic field perpendicular to the plane of the dot, and choose a symmetric gauge for the vector potential
In this model the energy levels of the electrons in the dot are given by
where n 1 and n 2 are non-negative integers and c ϭeH/mc is the cyclotron frequency. The energy levels E n 1 n 2 given by Eqs. ͑4͒ and ͑5͒ transform to the FockDarwin levels 20 in the symmetric case ( x ϭ y ϭ 0 ), with
In a grand canonical ensemble ͑i.e., an ensemble characterized by a constant chemical potential͒ the magnetic properties are determined by the thermodynamic potential 21 
where T is the absolute temperature ͑here we express T in units of energy with the Boltzmann constant k B ϭ1). Introducing the density of states and integrating twice by parts, we obtain
where
Here (x) is the Heaviside function, and the multiplication by 2 is due to the electron spin. Differentiation of the thermodynamic potential in Eq. ͑8͒ with respect to the magnetic field gives the magnetization of the quantum dot
Expressions ͑4͒, ͑5͒, and ͑8͒-͑10͒ allow us to calculate the magnetic response of the quantum dot. Successively applying the Poisson summation formula in the form
to the double sum in Eq. ͑9͒, we obtain
where ͚Ј denotes summation excluding the terms kϭ0 and sϭ0. Substituting the function g(E) into Eq. ͑8͒, and integrating over the energy in the limit TӶ, for the thermodynamic potential we obtain the expression
where (x)ϭx/sinh(x).
In the first approximation with respect to the parameter /ប Ϯ we obtain the expressions for the monotonic and oscillatory terms of the magnetic moment:
͑14͒
The monotonic part of the magnetic moment ͓the first term on the right-hand side of Eq. ͑14͔͒ describes the Landau diamagnetism of the dot. Taking into account Eq. ͑2b͒, for the non oscillatory part of the magnetic susceptibility we obtain ϭM /SH, where Sϭab is the effective area of the dot, the expression
Here ␤ 0 ϭeប/2mc is the Bohr magneton, and s ϭm/ប 2 is the two-dimensional density of states. In the following we focus mostly on the oscillatory part of the magnetic moment and its temperature dependence. 22 The oscillations of the magnetization are described by the functions exp(2i/ប Ϯ ) and their combinations. The amplitudes of the magnetic oscillations decrease with increase of the temperature and at high temperatures they are exponentially small, i.e., (x) Ϸe Ϫx for xӷ1, where xϭ2 2 T/ប Ϯ . In the numerical calculations discussed below of the magnetic response of a dot formed in GaAs we use the data 4 F ϭ14 meV and v F ϭ2.7 ϫ10 7 cm/s, and the electronic mass mϭ0.067m 0 .
A. Symmetric dot
First we analyze the magnetic response of a symmetric dot, i.e., a dot formed by a symmetric confining potential with x ϭ y ϭ 0 ; we take /ប 0 ϭ70, which corresponds to a dot with a radius RϷ0.8ϫ10 Ϫ4 cm. In Fig. 1 we display the magnetic moment as a function of the strength of the applied magnetic field ͑expressed as c / 0 ) for different values of the temperature ͑expressed in units of ប 0 , with the energy ប 0 corresponding in our case to a temperature of 2.2 K͒. The magnetic moment exhibits a strong oscillatory behavior in the entire range of the magnetic-field strength. We analyze this behavior in detail below, both in the regime of weak ( c Ӷ 0 ) and strong ( c ӷ 0 ) magnetic fields.
Weak magnetic fields
Since in a weak magnetic field the frequencies of the electronic motion can be written as Ϯ Ϸ 0 Ϯ c /2, the functions /ប Ϯ that enter the expression determining the oscillatory dependence of the magnetization ͓see Eq. ͑14͔͒ have the form
The first term on the right-hand-side /ប 0 ϭk F R/2, where k F is the Fermi wave number, describes quantum size oscillations due to the harmonic confinement potential. The second term on the right c /2ប 0 2 ϭR 2 H/2(hc/e), is respon-
The magnetization ͑in units of the Bohr magneton B ) of a symmetric quantum dot displayed as a function of the magnetic field ͑in dimensionless units of c / 0 , where c is the cyclotron frequency and 0 ϭv F /R with R the effective radius of the dot͒, plotted for various values of the temperature ͑T, in units of ប 0 ). In our calculations we used /ប 0 ϭ70 which corresponds to approximately 2500 electrons in the dot. Note that the AB oscillations vanish first in the region of strong magnetic fields ͑see text͒. sible for the AB oscillations; the factor 2 in the period of the AB oscillations is due to the chosen harmonic confining potential model ͓see Eqs. ͑1͒ and ͑2a͔͒; compare with the proper AB period, hc/e, of the oscillations in the limit of weak fields in simply connected systems with a hard wall confining potential 2 . Note that using quantum mechanical definition of the average square of the effective radius ͗R eff 2 ͘ϭR 2 /2 we can restore the proper AB period of oscillations, hc/e.
The temperature decay of the AB oscillations is described by e Ϫ2 2 T/ប 0 ͓the function in Eq. ͑14͔͒ and the temperature scale of the decay (ប 0 ϭបv F /R) does not depend on the magnetic field because in a weak magnetic field the electronic states are formed by the confining potential. The dependence of the magnetic moment on the magnetic field in the limit c / 0 Ӷ1, is shown in Fig. 2 for different temperatures. It is of interest to note that in addition to the AB oscillations there appears a superimposed superfine fluctuating structure ͑''grass''͒ with a ''period'' of the order of (hc/e)/k F R, that is caused by magnetic-field-induced shifts of the electronic levels through the Fermi level ͑compare with a similar fine structure occurring in the conductance and thermopower of nanowires 13, 23 ͒. The temperature scale of such mesoscopic oscillations is ⑀ F /N ͑N is the number of electronic states in the dot͒ which in our model is of the order of (ប 0 ) 2 /⑀ F Ϸ2ប 2 /mR 2 . The ratio of the temperature scales of the AB oscillations and the superfine oscillating structure is of the order of /ប 0 . An increase of the temperature smears the fine structure and restores the ''pure'' AB oscillations ͑see the two bottom curves in Fig. 2͒ . At very low temperatures and in an extremely weak magnetic field the magnetization exhibits a paramagnetic behavior 24, 25 ͑see the upper curve in Fig. 2 for c / 0 Ͻ0.0025). Such a strong paramagnetic ''singularity'' is due to the high degree of degeneracy of the electronic energy levels in a quantum dot modeled by a symmetric harmonic confining potential ͑see below͒.
Strong magnetic fields
In a strong magnetic field magnetic quantization starts to dominate. In this limit ϩ Ϸ c , and Ϫ Ϸ 0 2 / c , and for the functions /ប Ϯ we have
and
These functions describe the de Haas-van Alphen ͓Eq. ͑17a͔͒ and the AB ͓Eq. ͑17b͔͒ effects, with the AB oscillations superimposed on the de Haas-van Aplhen structure ͑see Fig. 3͒ . 9, 10, 15, 26 The temperature scales of the de Haasvan Alphen and AB effects are ប c and ប 0 2 / c , respectively; the latter depends on the magnetic field and differs from the corresponding temperature scale (ប 0 ) for the AB effect in the case of weak fields. Note that with increase of the temperature the AB oscillations vanish first in the strongfield region ͑at Tуប 0 2 / c ), and then ͑at Tуប 0 ) in the weak-field region ͑see Fig. 1͒ . A similar effect, pertaining to different scales characterizing the temperature decay of AB oscillations in the conductance of nanowires has been discussed in Ref. 16 . Fig. 1 , but focusing on the region of weak magnetic fields ( c Ӷ 0 ). Note that the superfine structure ͑''grass'' superimposed on the AB oscillations͒ fluctuating with a ''period'' of the order of (hc/e)/k F R, vanishes at high temperatures. Fig. 2 , but in the region of strong magnetic fields ( c ӷ 0 ). Note that the AB oscillations superimposed on the de Haas-van Alphen ones vanish at high temperatures.
FIG. 2. Same as in

FIG. 3. Same as in
B. Asymmetric dot
To study effects caused by the asymmetry of a quantum dot we employ a confining potential with x y ͓see Eq. ͑1͔͒. The effects of the asymmetry of the dot on the magnetic oscillations are more pronounced in the weak-magnetic-field region, i.e., when the size of the dot is comparable with the cyclotron radius. In Fig. 4 we display the magnetic moment of an asymmetric dot as a function of the magnetic field ͑expressed as c / 0 ) for different values of x / y , while maintaining a constant value for the area of the dot, i.e., x y is held constant. We now analyze the dependence of the magnetic moment of the quantum dot on the chemical potential and the influence of the anisotropy of the confining potential on the magnetic moment in the regime of low temperatures and weak magnetic fields. After simple algebraic transformations, the expression for the magnetic moment ͓Eqs. ͑7͒ and ͑10͔͒ may be rewritten as
where ␣ϭ( y Ϫ x )/ 0 is the dimensionless parameter defining the anisotropy of the confining potential. In the following we consider the case of weak magnetic fields ( c / 0 Ӷ1) and the small anisotropy of the confining potential (␣Ӷ1). The first term on the right in Eq. ͑18͒ describes a diamagnetic background of the magnetic moment, and in the low-temperature regime it is of the order of ( B /3) ϫ(/ប 0 ) 3 ( c / 0 ). For a small anisotropy the diamagnetic background does not depend on ␣, and it is proportional to the strength of the magnetic field ͑Landau diamagnetism͒. The second term in Eq. ͑18͒ describes paramagnetic peaks in the magnetic moment, occurring when the chemical potential coincides with the energy level E n 1 n 2 ͉ Hϭ0 . The heights of the paramagnetic peaks are of the order of 1 2 ( c /ͱ c 2 ϩ␣ 2 0 2 )(/ប 0 ) 2 , and for a cylindrically symmetric confining potential ͑i.e., ␣ϭ0) they do not depend on the magnetic field. Note that in the low temperature regime neither the diamagnetic background nor the heights of the paramagnetic peaks depend on the temperature.
To illustrate the above analysis, in Fig. 5 we show the behavior of the magnetic moment of the dot in the lowtemperature regime (TӶប 0 ) as a function of the dimensionless parameter /ប 0 , for various values of the anisotropy parameter ␣ and the strength of the magnetic field characterized by c / 0 . As in the previous figure, the change of the shape of the confining potential is performed while keeping the area of the dot constant, i.e., ( asymmetric dot the magnetic field may significantly influence the heights of paramagnetic peaks ͓compare the curves corresponding to ␣ϭ0.01 in Figs. 5͑a͒ and 5͑b͔͒ as the amplitude of the peaks is proportional to c /ͱ c 2 ϩ␣ 2 0 2 ͑see above͒. The width of the peaks depends strongly on the asymmetry of the dot as well as on the strength of the magnetic field as the electronic energy levels, which are highly degenerate in a symmetric harmonic confining potential in the absence of the magnetic field, split under the influence of the magnetic field, and the asymmetry of the potential. The diamagnetic background is proportional to the magnetic-field strength; note the increase in the magnitude of the diamagnetic background in Fig. 5͑b͒ compared to the one in Fig.  5͑a͒, exhibiting a (/ប 0 ) 3 dependence.
III. SUMMARY
In this paper we have studied the magnetization of a circularly symmetric and asymmetric quantum dot modeled by a harmonic confining potential. The magnetization exhibits a strong oscillatory behavior as a function of the magnetic field ͑Fig. 1͒, and the decay of the oscillations as a function of the temperature is characterized by four temperature scales.
͑i͒ At low magnetic fields, c Ӷ 0 , the occurrence of AB oscillations is accompanied by a superimposed fine structure ͑grass͒ ͑Fig. 2͒. The temperature scales of these oscillations are
respectively. The AB oscillations are associated with the electronic states localized near the surface of the dot ͑the analog of whispering gallery states͒ and their temperature scale ͓Eq. ͑19͔͒ is determined by the spacing between the surface energy levels. The grass is caused by magnetic-fieldinduced shifts of the energy levels through the Fermi energy, and its temperature scale, ͓Eq. ͑20͔͒ is of the order of the average spacing between the quantized energy levels in the dot. Note that both temperature scales do not depend on the magnetic field in the region of weak fields. respectively. In this case the AB oscillations are due to edge states of the dot and their temperature scale. ͓Eq. ͑21͔͒ is much smaller than in the weak magnetic fields regime, ͓Eq. ͑19͔͒ and it is strongly dependent on the magnetic-field strength. Finally, we note that an asymmetry of the quantum dot influences in a substantial way both the oscillatory part of the magnetization ͑Fig. 4͒ and its steady part ͑paramag-netic peaks superimposed on a diamagnetic background͒ in the limit of low temperature and weak magnetic fields ͑Fig. 5͒.
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